2013 dodge charger wiring diagram

Be assured that it represents precision workmanship, distinctive styling, and high quality - all
essentials that are traditional to our vehicles. Your new Chrysler Group LLC vehicle has
characteristics to enhance the driver's control under some driving conditions. Page 7 If your
symptoms persist, please see an authorized dealer. Position the lap belt across your thighs,
below your abdomen. To loosen the lap belt if it is too tight, tilt the latch plate and pull on the
lap belt. The rear seat lower anchors can be readily identified by the symbol located on the
seatback directly above the anchorages and are just visible when you lean into the rear seat to
install the child restraint. Push the switch rearward to decrease the lumbar support. Then, using
body pressure, move forward and backward on the seat to be sure that the seat adjusters have
latched. These loops can be tucked away when not in use. The cupholders are designed to help
keep warm beverages warm and cold beverages cool. Drive moderately during the first miles
km. Each time the button is pressed, the distance setting adjusts between long 3 , medium 2 ,
and short 1. The distance setting will default to the last set mode the next time the vehicle is
restarted and the ACC system is turned on. You could accidentally set the system or cause it to
go faster than you want. You could lose control and have a collision. Always leave the
Electronic or Adaptive Speed Control system off when you are not using it. Page Electronic
Shifter - 3. The electronic shift lever in this ve- hicle does not slide like a conventional shifter.
Select the desired temperature by pressing the Temperature Control buttons. Any release of the
switch will stop the movement, and the sunroof will remain in a partially open or closed position
until the switch is pressed again. If buffeting occurs with the rear windows open, adjust the
front and rear windows together. Model 4. Select Show Time, then touch On. Press the back
arrow soft-key when done. Use the arrow soft-key to adjust the sound level from the front and
rear or right and left side speakers. If you do need to set the time manually, follow the
instructions below for Model 8. For Model 8. Browse contains many sub-menus. Genre Provides
a list of all genres, and lets you jump to a channel within the selected genre. Garmin Navigation
includes Lane Assist and Junction View, Speed Limit information, and a database with over 6
million points of interest. Changing the Navigation Voice Prompt Volume 1. The combined data
provides accurate positioning for your vehicle in tunnels, indoor parking garages, urban
canyons, and any other area where GPS signals can become obstructed. If you depart from the
original route, your route is recalculated. A speed limit icon could appear as you travel on major
roadways. Lane Assist helps you decide which lane to be in at upcoming junctions. Receiving A
Call â€” The volume setting for Voice Command is different than the audio system. Pressing the
controls on the left side of the steering wheel allows the driver to se- lect vehicle information
and Personal Set- tings. Continue to hold both buttons and observe the indicator light.
Activation will now occur for the programmed device i. The hand-held transmitter of the device
may also be used at any time. If the Watt 13 Amp power rating is exceeded, the fuse protecting
the system will need to be replaced. Do not insert any other object in the power outlet as this
will damage the outlet and blow the fuse. GTW Max. Tongue Wt. Transmission Gross Trailer Wt.
See Note 3. Residents or for Canadian Residents. Briefly describe the nature of the problem and
answer a few simple questions. The TPMS malfunction indicator is combined with the low tire
pressure telltale. When the system detects a malfunction, the telltale will flash for approximately
one minute and then remain continuously illuminated. If the light is on and the parking brake is
not applied, it indicates a possible brake hydraulic malfunction, brake booster problem or an
Anti-Lock Brake System problem. If a problem is detected, the light will come on while the
engine is running. On the highways â€” slow down. Follow these steps to access the jack and
spare tire. NOTE: The spare tire must be removed in order to access the jack. Remove the
fastener securing the spare tire. Remove the spare tire. Remove the fastener securing the jack.
Remove the scissors jack and lug wrench from the spare wheel as an assembly. Turn the jack
screw to the left to loosen the lug wrench, and remove the wrench from the jack assembly. Park
the vehicle on a firm, level surface as far from the edge of the roadway as possible. Avoid icy or
slippery areas. Turn on the Hazard Warning flasher. Set the parking brake. Raise the vehicle just
enough to remove the flat tire and install the spare tire. Pull far enough off the road to avoid the
danger of being hit when operating the jack or changing the wheel. The Sealant Bottle 1 and
Sealant Hose 6 are a one tire application use. Remove the Speed Limit sticker from the top of
the Sealant Bottle 1 and place the sticker on the instrument panel. Uncoil the Sealant Hose 6
clear in color. The vehicle is now out of PARK and can be towed. Turn your steering wheel right
and left to clear the area around the front wheels. The oil change indicator system will remind
you that it is time to take your vehicle in for scheduled maintenance. Based on engine operation
conditions, the oil change indicator message will illuminate. This means that service is required
for your vehicle. Refer to the maintenance schedules on the following page for the required
maintenance intervals. Rotate at the first sign of irregular wear, even if it occurs before the oil
indicator system turns on. This module contains fuses and relays. This center contains fuses

and relays. Page Faq How To? Page DownloaD a free Vehicle information app by visiting your
application store, Keyword dodge , or scanning the Microsoft Tag. This manual is also suitable
for: charger charger srt8. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Dodge Ramcharger - Wiring Diagram - - Dodge Charger Workshop Manual V We'll send you a quick
email a new Dodge Charger document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month.
Donations are totally optional, if you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel
pressured, but if you can Pretty please could you help? Show full PDF. Get your hands on the
complete Dodge factory workshop software. Check out our popular Dodge Charger Manuals
below:. Summary of Content. This guide is divided into topics pertinent to upfitters of police
vehicles. This guide must be used as a reference to help ensure that certain important steps in
the modification process have been considered. Chrysler LLC provides this information only to
assist the upfitters, and does not warrant the products, procedures, materials, or the
workmanship of the upfitters. Chrysler LLC does not provide warranty coverage against failures
that result from modification of the vehicle. Following the guidelines contained in this guide
does not assure the individual upfitters that the products they modify comply with the U. The
guidelines set forth are based on engineering analyses of the typical police vehicles.
Compliance testing that may be required for certification of specific vehicle configurations or
constructions is, however, the sole responsibility of the individual modifier. Chrysler LLC
reserves the right to discontinue models or change specifications or designs at any time
without notice and without incurring any obligation. This publication provides general
guidelines and directions for installing police related equipment on the Dodge Charger and
Magnum police certified vehicles. Following these guidelines and using appropriate installation
procedures is essential for the safe, reliable operation of the vehicles as well as the personal
safety of the individual performing the work. Anyone who deviates from the guidelines provided
in this guide must first make sure that personal safety and vehicle integrity are not
compromised by his choice of methods, tools or parts. Follow these general warnings and
cautions any time work is performed on a vehicle. Chrysler LLC has prepared the following
information for persons who intend to modify the Dodge Charger or Dodge Magnum police prep
package vehicles. The vehicle modifier or alterer is responsible for re-certifying the modified
vehicle as altered pursuant to Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations S A vehicle modifier is
a person or company who modifies a previously certified vehicle other than by the addition,
substitution or removal of readily attachable components. Other penalties apply in Canada. This
material is for informational purposes only and sets forth some general observation on this
subject. The vehicles listed in the following table will conform to the safety standards noted
above provided the following conditions are satisfied. These features, which include for
example brakes, lights, tires, seat belts, airbags, the key-in-ignition chime, the brake lights, etc.
Take bumper height measurements with the vehicle at curb weight. Measure the bumper heights
as follows: NOTE: Take the measurements from the bottom of the bumper structural beam, not
from the bumper fascia surface. The VIN contains 17 characters that provide data concerning
the vehicle. Refer to the decoding chart to determine the identification of a vehicle. To protect
the consumer from theft and possible fraud, the manufacturer is required to include a check
digit at the ninth position of the VIN. The check digit is used by the manufacturer and
government agencies to verify the authenticity of the vehicle and official documentation. The
formula to use the check digit is not released to the general public. There are unique labels for
vehicles built for sale in the state of California and the country of Canada. Canadian labels are
written in both the English and French languages. These labels are permanently attached and
cannot be removed without defacing the information and destroying the label. The label certifies
that the vehicle conforms to all applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Standards. The gross front and
rear axle weight ratings GAWRs are based on a minimum rim size and maximum cold tire
inflation pressure. If possible, store the vehicle indoors, in a clean and dry place. Inspect the
vehicle regularly to check for such damage. This prevents hydrostatic lock caused by fuel
draining into the engine. Wash away the snow more often since it can trap harmful
contaminants. Dry all horizontal surfaces. Remove the IOD fuse to prevent battery drain and
possible damage. Check the engine coolant and anti-freeze protection. Check the vehicle
battery at least once a month for proper charge at least Charge the battery as necessary to help
prevent freezing and deterioration. Always make sure that the battery vent tube is properly
connected to the battery and to the floor pan. Check the vehicle tires and inflate them to the
maximum recommended levels. To avoid flat spotting, move the vehicle at least once a month
so that a different portion of the tire tread contacts the ground. Leave the parking brake in the
OFF position. Keep all windows closed, all doors locked, and all trim covers intact and in place.
Do not use chalk, crayon or any marker containing abrasives on painted, plated, or glass

surfaces. Use protective thin plastic film to avoid soiling seats when moving a vehicle. The
energy generated by electricity is used to perform various types of work. Electrical energy can
be created, stored, controlled and made to perform certain functions in electrical circuits. We
see the effects of electrical energy when a light bulb illuminates, hear its effects when a horn
sounds, feel its effects in the form of static electricity and smell it when its heating effects
become excessive fig. Current Flow Conventions Fig 2 Two different theories describe how
current flows through a conductor. The number of electrons in the outer ring determines if the
element is a conductor, an insulator or a semiconductor. Fig 3 Materials with one to three
electrons in the outer ring of the atom are conductors. Copper, with one electron in the outer
ring is a good example. A conductor is a material that allows electrons to pass easily through it,
in much the same way that water passes through a pipe. Common examples on a vehicle are the
electrical wires and the metallic components such as the engine, sheet metal parts and the
frame. Materials with five to eight electrons in the outer ring of the atom are called insulators.
Just as the hard shell of a pipe directs the movement of water, insulating materials such as air,
glass, rubber and plastic, control or direct the flow of electrons. Materials with exactly four
electrons in the atom outer ring, such as carbon, germanium and silicon are called
semi-conductors. They have properties of both conductors and insulators and their exact
function depends on other conditions existing in the circuit at a given time. All methods involve
conversion from another form of energy. Fig 4 The battery is an electrochemical device that
provides the necessary power to start the engine and to operate the electrical system for brief
periods when the engine is not running. It is a storage device that dampens electrical surges
and acts as a reserve power source when current demands are more than the generator can
output. The alternator converts magnetism into an electrical current to power the electrical
system when the engine is running, and to keep the vehicle battery charged. Because the
engine drives the alternator, you could say that the vehicle electrical energy, ultimately comes
from the fuel in the tank. A vehicle uses electricity to make some of its systems and
components work. The electricity in a vehicle is produced by The battery, and an alternator
which can be compared with a water pump. As a water pump moves the water molecules, the
alternator moves the electrons. As a water pump pushes a certain amount of water molecules,
the alternator pushes a certain amount of electrons, and as a water pump pushes the water
molecules with a certain pressure, the alternator pushes the electrons with a certain pressure.
Electricity is distributed to the battery and to various components through a network of
conductors called a wiring harness. The same way the water is pushed through pipes, is the
same way the electrons are pushed through metallic conductors called wires. As the pipe
diameter limits the number of water molecules that can travel at any given point, the size of the
wire limits the amount of the electrons that can travel at any given point. The rate at which a
device converts the electricity to a different form of energy visual, acoustical, mechanical, or
hydraulic is called power, and is measured in watts. This equation is necessary when making
calculations for making proper and safe electrical installation of new equipment and new wiring
harnesses in a vehicle. To understand the behavior of electricity, we must see the relationship
between voltage, current and resistance. Voltage Voltage is an electrical pressure caused by a
potential force or difference in the electrical charge between two points. It can force current to
flow through a conductor, but not through an insulator. Voltage can exist without current flow.
A good example is the storage battery in a vehicle. A voltage or potential exists at the battery
posts, but no current flows until the battery is connected to an electrical circuit. The basic unit
for measuring voltage is the volt. Examples of these circuits are the starter, alternator, wiper
motor, blower motor. Low Current Electronic Circuits: As a rule you are usually never allowed to
exceed. Examples of these circuits are fuel system inputs sensors , resistive multiplexed
circuits, vehicle networking circuits. Current flow cannot take place without an electromotive
force voltage and complete path in which to flow. This is the type of current produced by
batteries, including the vehicle battery. The electrical components in a car are powered by direct
current. When the current repeatedly changes back and forth from positive to negative, it is
called alternating current, or AC. The electrical supply in your home is volt alternating current
which changes it polarity from positive to negative and back to positive, 60 times every second.
This has traditionally been called cycle AC. So your house current is now called 60 Hz. The
vehicle generator produces an alternating current of approximately This alternating current is
rectified, or changed to direct current to operate the vehicle electrical system and keep the
battery charged. A normal vehicle electrical system will draw from five to thirty-five
milliamperes 0. Up to thirty-five milliamperes are needed to enable the memory functions for the
Powertrain Control Module PCM , digital clock, electronically tuned radio, and other modules
which may vary with the vehicle equipment. A vehicle that has not been operated for
approximately twenty days, may discharge the battery to an inadequate level. This will reduce

battery discharging. In most cases, the battery can be charged and returned to service after the
excessive IOD condition has been corrected. It is imperative that you know the current draw of
the device. The two test lamps to the right have different bulbs. There is about 45 milli-amps of
current flow with this test lamp. Note: Neither lamp is better than the other, both serve a
purpose. With the IOD specification of 35 milliamps max it is apparent that the test lamp on the
bottom is inappropriate to use at it requires 9X the allowable IOD specification for the bulb to
light. There are two main types of test lamps, the volt test lamp and the self-powered test lamp.
The volt test lamp has no power of its own. It could also indicate a high resistance condition if
the lamp glows dimly. The self-powered test lamp contains its own battery. It is used to test
continuity by being placed in series with the tested circuit. This lamp must be used with the
power off in the circuit. Using a Test Lamp A volt test lamp can be used for checking for power
by grounding the alligator clip and moving the test probe from connection to connection until
power is lost. This type of lamp can also be used to detect an Ignition Off Current Draw IOD by
connecting it between the negative battery post and the negative battery cable. Note:
Self-powered test lamp. A volt or self-powered test lamp should not be used on low power
electronic circuits because its low internal resistance can damage sensitive electronic parts.
The following Police package items will cause the battery to discharge if left on: Dome lamp,
map lamps, both front spot lamps, trunk light, Underhood lamp. Anything that is installed that
uses the circuitry of the Police PDC plus any additional Upfitter installed items. Sometimes
unplugging or powering down the module will temporarily resolve the problem. In order to
determine current flow without removing a fuse or powering down a component you can check
voltage drop across the fuse. For cartridge style fuses you will need to remove the cover for
access. Not all fuse sizes are shown and the values are for reference only. Note: The purpose of
this test is to determine what circuit s on the vehicle is problematic. This allows for
conformation of a problem before attempting to install the ammeter in series with the battery
negative. The most critical part of connecting the ammeter with the battery is not to break the
electrical connection in the circuit while connecting the meter. If the connection is lost then
generally the IOD issue will temporarily resolve itself. Verify that all electrical accessories are
off. Turn off all lamps, remove the ignition key, and close all doors. If the vehicle is equipped
with an illuminated entry system or an electronically tuned radio, allow the electronic timer
function of these systems to automatically shut off time out. This may take up to three minutes.
Determine that the underhood lamp is operating properly, then disconnect the lamp wire
harness connector or remove the lamp bulb 3. Disconnect the battery negative cable. Set an
electronic digital multi-meter to its highest amperage scale. Connect the multi-meter between
the disconnected battery negative cable terminal clamp and the battery negative terminal post.
Make sure that the doors remain closed so that the illuminated entry system is not activated.
The multi-meter amperage reading may remain high for up to three minutes, or may not give any
reading at all while set in the highest amperage scale, depending upon the electrical equipment
in the vehicle. The multi-meter leads must be securely clamped to the battery negative cable
terminal clamp and the battery negative terminal post. If continuity between the battery negative
terminal post and the negative cable terminal clamp is lost during any part of the IOD test, the
electronic timer function will be activated and all of the tests will have to be repeated 5. After
about three minutes, the high-amperage IOD reading on the multi-meter should become very
low or nonexistent, depending upon the electrical equipment in the vehicle. If the amperage
reading remains high, remove and replace each fuse in the Power Distribution Center PDC and
TIPM, one at a time until the amperage reading becomes very low, or nonexistent. If you have
performed the IOD pretest above focus on the fuse s where voltage drop occurred. This will
isolate each circuit and identify the circuit that is the source of the high-amperage IOD. If the
amperage reading remains high after removing and replacing each fuse and circuit breaker,
disconnect the wire harness from the generator. If the amperage reading now becomes very low
or nonexistent, diagnose and repair the Charging System as necessary. After the
high-amperage IOD has been corrected, switch the multi-meter to progressively lower amperage
scales and, if necessary, repeat the fuse and circuit breaker remove-and-replace process to
identify and correct all sources of excessive IOD. It is now safe to select the lowest milliampere
scale of the multi-meter to check the low-amperage IOD. CAUTION: Do not open any doors, or
turn on any electrical accessories with the lowest milliampere scale selected, or the multi-meter
may be damaged. Observe the multi-meter reading. The low-amperage IOD should not exceed
thirty-five milliamperes 0. If the current draw exceeds thirty-five milliamperes, isolate each
circuit using the fuse and circuit breaker remove-andreplace process in Step 5. The multi-meter
reading will drop to within the acceptable limit when the source of the excessive current draw is
disconnected. Repair this circuit as required; whether a wiring short, incorrect switch
adjustment, or an inoperative component is the cause. Resistance is what converts electricity

into other forms of energy such as light, heat and motion. Fig 7 Measuring Resistance
Resistance is measured with an ohmmeter with no power applied to the circuit or component.
Caution: If resistance is measured with power applied to the circuit, the meter can be damaged
or the meter fuse if equipped may blow. Note: On high current circuits voltage drop is preferred
to measuring resistance when diagnosing. Table 3 Measuring Resistance Factors Affecting
Resistance The resistance of a conductor is affected by five different factors: conductor
material, diameter, length, physical condition and temperature. Materials such as copper,
aluminum and silver with plenty of free electrons, have low resistance and are good conductors.
Materials such as rubber, plastic and air are combinations of elements that have a lack of free
electrons. They have high resistance and are poor conductors. All other things being equal, a
long wire has more resistance than a shorter wire. The bigger the diameter of a conductor, the
less resistance it has to the flow of current just as a large diameter pipe allows more water to
flow at the same pressure than does a small diameter pipe. A nicked or partly broken wire has
the same characteristics as a smaller diameter wire. There is a higher resistance in the affected
area. For example, a lamp filament might measure a half ohm when cold and more than six
ohms when hot. A theory-minded technician who works things out mathematically might get
some unexpected results if this not taken in account. No work is performed until the air flows
through a device such as an impact wrench or pneumatic cylinder. Similarly, work is performed
when electrical pressure voltage produces a flow of electrons current through a load device
such as a lamp, motor or stereo amplifier. Electrical power, which produces work, is measured
in watts and is equal to voltage in volts times current in amps. Using the pie illustrated above,
you can cover the unknown value and perform the math problem indicated. High resistance for
example, causes low current at a give voltage. High current could be caused by excessive
voltage or low resistance such as a short circuit. Low source voltage causes low current at a
given resistance. This is considered to be a closed or complete circuit. Circuit control on recent
vehicles is often on the ground side. It can also be a relay control on the power side. In a
vehicle, however, the negative side of the circuit is usually provided by the chassis itself, which
is connected to the negative post of the vehicle battery. At first glance this may look as though
the circuit is not complete, but every ground symbol on a diagram is connected to the negative
side of the battery. Note: There are many different symbols used to represent ground. The
symbol used in the bottom view of fig. Each of these circuits has a specific set of rules that
control the flow of electrons in the circuit. Series Circuit In a series circuit, current flow follows
one continuous path from the power source through the circuit components and back to the
power source. An open anywhere in the circuit stops the current flow through the entire circuit
fig. Series Circuit Rules 1. Current flow is the same anywhere in the circuit, regardless of the
number of load devices. To find the total resistance, simply add all the individual resistances in
the circuit. The sum of all the voltage drops will always be equal to the voltage of the power
supply. Low voltage causes a decrease in current flow and higher voltages cause an increase in
current flow. Voltage drop or loss is directly related to the resistance of the load device. The
higher the resistance of the load device, the higher the voltage drop across it. The points where
the current flow splits into parallel branches or rejoins again are called junctions. An open in
one branch does not stop the current flow in the remaining branches. Similarly, high or low
resistance in one branch only affects components in that branch fig. Parallel Circuit Rules 1.
The voltage applied to each load device is the same as the source voltage assuming one load
on each branch. Current flow through each load device is determined by its resistance and any
branch resistance. The total resistance of a parallel circuit Rp is always less than the lowest
resistance value of any of the branches. Calculating the total resistance is a little trickier than it
is with series resistances, where the values are simply added together. The formula for
calculating the total resistance of parallel load looks like this: The bottom half denominator of
the fraction is calculated first. It adds the reciprocals of each individual resistance R1, R2, etc.
The reciprocal of that sum is the total resistance for the circuit. For example, the branch
currents in fig. By using the above equation: And then taking the reciprocal, the total resistance
is calculated as: 4. To find the total current flow in a parallel circuit, simply add all of the branch
currents. The loss of one or more branches reduces the total current flow in the circuit.
Remember that the total resistance of a parallel circuit is always less than the lowest resistance
value in any branch. Low voltage decreases current flow through the branches; high voltage
increases current in the branches. Most automotive circuits are this type. One of the most
common series-parallel circuits is the back-up lamp circuit. The ignition switch, backup lamp
switch and fuse are in series with the battery, and the lamps are wired in parallel. That
resistance can then be added to all the series resistance to determine the total resistance for
the circuit. Total current flow for the circuit can be calculated by dividing the source voltage by
the total resistance. Series-Parallel Circuit Rules 1. Current flowing in the series portion of the

circuit is equal to the sum of the branch currents. To find the total resistance of a series-parallel
circuit, add the total resistance of the series portion to the total resistance of the parallel portion
of the circuit. To find the voltage drop of the parallel branches, subtract the voltage drop of the
series portion of the circuit from the source voltage. High resistance in a parallel branch
reduces total current flow but current flow stays the same in other branches. The total
resistance of a parallel circuit is always less than the lowest total resistance value of any
branch. The causes of these types of problems can be identified using a logical diagnostic
process and the proper test equipment. A high resistance fault does not cause a fuse to blow, a
circuit breaker to open or wires to melt. However, a broken wire, defective circuit protection
device, tripped or open switch, tripped or open load device or an interruption in the ground path
back to the power source may cause opens. In newer vehicles, switches and other control
devices are normally located on the ground side of the circuit to minimize arcing across the
contacts as they are opened and closed. This is probably the most common automotive
electrical problem. Remember that electricity has to travel a complete path from the power
source through the device and back to the power source. Most components are directly wired
only to the positive side of the vehicle electrical system. The negative or ground side of the
circuit is provided by the chassis itself that is connected to the negative post of the battery. If
there is poor metal-to-metal contact between the device and the chassis, a bad ground will
result. This usually is caused by corrosion or a loose attachment and is often the reason for
intermittent problems with the device. Another source of high resistance is corrosion caused by
water, dirt, road salts and other contaminants entering wiring harnesses through openings in
the insulation, exposed terminals and other unprotected areas. Contaminants are often trapped
in the harnesses, between wires and around splice areas. The outward appearance of a wiring
harness does not always indicate that the harness is being attacked by corrosion. Corrosion
does its damage by adding resistance to the circuit, causing the current to decrease. Motors
can slow down, lamps can dim or flicker and some components can stop working completely.
Even small amounts of corrosion can have a large effect on the return voltage from a sensor.
Corrosion can also be located on battery terminals, at engine chassis and body ground
connections. Remember that high resistance on the ground side of the circuit has the same
effect on current flow as high resistance on the power side of the circuit. Frequently a short
causes a fuse or fusible link to blow or the circuit breaker to cycle open and closed when the
circuit is shorted bypassing the load device. A power window, seat or door lock circuit breaker
remains open as long as the fault remains in the circuit. Unintentional grounds are another form
of short circuit. These can occur when the ground is altered so that it returns to the power
source through an unintended path. If the ground occurs before the load device, the fuse blows
or the circuit breaker opens, causing current to stop flowing. When the ground occurs between
the load device and the control device, the circuit operates at all times. Occasionally the ground
path of one circuit comes into contact with the ground path of an unrelated circuit, causing both
circuits to operate at the same time. Defective Components Mechanical control systems with
numerous moving parts have been replaced with more reliable electronic systems and the parts
themselves are produced with high quality. Certain electrical parts do wear out from time to
time and have to be replaced. When only one device in a circuit is not working, the device itself
should be tested before troubleshooting the complete circuit. When some electrical
components fail, the result is excess current flow in the circuit. Some common examples are
starter motors, blower motors and electric cooling fan motors. These meters are used to check
the quality of an electrical circuit or an electronic component. These meters are usually
combined into a single test equipment device called a Multimeter. Multimeter The Multimeter is
usually capable of measuring current flow, voltage and resistance. This instrument allows you
to see what is happening inside an electrical circuit. Types of Multimeters There are two basic
types of millimeter used today; the analog multimeter that uses a calibrated dial face and a
moving needle to indicate numerical values, and the digital multimeter that has an electronic
digital display. Because analog multimeters have a low internal resistance impedance , they
draw power from the circuit, just like adding another load device. This is the reason that they
are not recommended for use on newer vehicle electronic systems. The internal circuitry of a
digital multimeter provides a greater degree of accuracy and prevents possible damage to low
power circuits. Caution: A similar situation can occur with digital multimeters having an
impedance. Get notified when we add a new Dodge Charger Manual Notify me. Get notified
when we add a new DodgeCharger Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Dodge vehicles, were you
looking for one of these? Caution: A similar situation can occur with digital multimeters having
an impedance Thanks for visiting my little site! Can you help keep us online? Or add your
coupon if you have it? Thank you for visiting OnlyManuals. All wiring diagrams posted on the
site are collected from free sources and are intended solely for informational purposes.

Chrysler Wiring Diagrams. Chrysler Voyager 2. EWD Chrysler Voyager from of release. Scheme
of connections of the generator engine 2,2. Diagram of generator connections engine 2. Wiring
diagram of the generator engine 2,6. Scheme of connections of the generator engines 3,0 and
3,3. Scheme of starter connections engine 2,2. Starter connection diagram motor 2,6. Starter
connection diagram 2. Scheme of starter connections engines 3,0 and 3,3. Ignition system
connections engine 2. Connection diagram of engine control systems 3. Starter and generator
connection diagrams. Connection diagram of engine management systems. Connection
diagrams for headlights and fog lights. Outside lighting connection diagram. Connection
diagram of a combination of instruments and sensors. The scheme of connections of systems
of a heater and air-conditioning. Connection diagram of the electric cooling fan. Wiper blades
with intermittent mode. Scheme of electrical door lock connections. Scheme of connections of
the central lock and electric door locks. The diagram of connections of electrowindow
regulators of forward doors. Audio connection diagram. Battery recharging system Engine start
system Headlamps Electronic ignition system Fuel Injection and Ignition System Scheme of a
chain of sound signals Headlamp circuit diagram Radiator fan motor Heater circuit Circuit air
conditioning circuit Stop lamps, direction indicators, alarms Tail Lights Starter circuit diagram
Radio. Engine management system Start and charge system Air conditioner and heater including cooling fan Headlight and fog light system Alarm system Windshield wiper External
lighting Tail Lights Interior lighting system Electric windows central locking Cruise control
system Audio system. Be assured that it represents precision workmanship, distinctive styling,
and high quality - all essentials that are traditional to our vehicles. Your new Chrysler Group
LLC vehicle has characteristics to enhance the driver's control under some driving conditions.
Page 7 If your symptoms persist, please see an authorized dealer. Position the lap belt across
your thighs, below your abdomen. To loosen the lap belt if it is too tight, tilt the latch plate and
pull on the lap belt. The rear seat lower anchors can be readily identified by the symbol located
on the seatback directly above the anchorages and are just visible when you lean into the rear
seat to install the child restraint. Push the switch rearward to decrease the lumbar support.
Then, using body pressure, move forward and backward on the seat to be sure that the seat
adjusters have latched. These loops can be tucked away when not in use. The cupholders are
designed to help keep warm beverages warm and cold beverages cool. Drive moderately during
the first miles km. Each time the button is pressed, the distance setting adjusts between long 3 ,
medium 2 , and short 1. The distance setting will default to the last set mode the next time the
vehicle is restarted and the ACC system is turned on. You could accidentally set the system or
cause it to go faster than you want. You could lose control and have a collision. Always leave
the Electronic or Adaptive Speed Control system off when you are not using it. Page Electronic
Shifter - 3. The electronic shift lever in this ve- hicle does not slide like a conventional shifter.
Select the desired temperature by pressing the Temperature Control buttons. Any release of the
switch will stop the movement, and the sunroof will remain in a partially open or closed position
until the switch is pressed again. If buffeting occurs with the rear windows open, adjust the
front and rear windows together. Model 4. Select Show Time, then touch On. Press the back
arrow soft-key when done. Use the arrow soft-key to adjust the sound level from the front and
rear or right and left side speakers. If you do need to set the time manually, follow the
instructions below for Model 8. For Model 8. Browse contains many sub-menus. Genre Provides
a list of all genres, and lets you jump to a channel within the selected genre. Garmin Navigation
includes Lane Assist and Junction View, Speed Limit information, and a database with over 6
million points of interest. Changing the Navigation Voice Prompt Volume 1. The combined data
provides accurate positioning for your vehicle in tunnels, indoor parking garages, urban
canyons, and any other area where GPS signals can become obstructed. If you depart from the
original route, your route is recalculated. A speed limit icon could appear as you travel on major
roadways. Lane Assist helps you decide which lane to be in at upcoming junctions. Receiving A
Call â€” The volume setting for Voice Command is different than the audio system. Pressing the
controls on the left side of the steering wheel allows the driver to se- lect vehicle information
and Personal Set- tings. Continue to hold both buttons and observe the indicator light.
Activation will now occur for the programmed device i. The hand-held transmitter of the device
may also be used at any time. If the Watt 13 Amp power rating is exceeded, the fuse protecting
the system will need to be replaced. Do not insert any other object in the power outlet as this
will damage the outlet and blow the fuse. GTW Max. Tongue Wt. Transmission Gross Trailer Wt.
See Note 3. Residents or for Canadian Residents. Briefly describe the nature of the problem and
answer a few simple questions. The TPMS malfunction indicator is combined with the low tire
pressure telltale. When the system detects a malfunction, the telltale will flash for approximately
one minute and then remain continuously illuminated. If the light is on and the parking brake is
not applied, it indicates a possible brake hydraulic malfunction, brake booster problem or an

Anti-Lock Brake System problem. If a problem is detected, the light will come on while the
engine is running. On the highways â€” slow down. Follow these steps to access the jack and
spare tire. NOTE: The spare tire must be removed in order to access the jack. Remove the
fastener securing the spare tire. Remove the spare tire. Remove the fastener securing the jack.
Remove the scissors jack and lug wrench from the spare wheel as an assembly. Turn the jack
screw to the left to loosen the lug wrench, and remove the wrench from the jack assembly. Park
the vehicle on a firm, level surface as far from the edge of the roadway as possible. Avoid icy or
slippery areas. Turn on the Hazard Warning flasher. Set the parking brake. Raise the vehicle just
enough to remove the flat tire and install the spare tire. Pull far enough off the road to avoid the
danger of being hit when operating the jack or changing the wheel. The Sealant Bottle 1 and
Sealant Hose 6 are a one tire application use. Remove the Speed Limit sticker from the top of
the Sealant Bottle 1 and place the sticker on the instrument panel. Uncoil the Sealant Hose 6
clear in color. The vehicle is now out of PARK and can be towed. Turn your steering wheel right
and left to clear the area around the front wheels. The oil change indicator system will remind
you that it is time to take your vehicle in for scheduled maintenance. Based on engine operation
conditions, the oil change indicator message will illuminate. This means that service is required
for your vehicle. Refer to the maintenance schedules on the following page for the required
maintenance intervals. Rotate at the first sign of irregular wear, even if it occurs before the oil
indicator system turns on. This module contains fuses and relays. This center contains fuses
and relays. Page Faq How To? Page DownloaD a free Vehicle information app by visiting your
application store, Keyword dodge , or scanning the Microsoft Tag. This manual is also suitable
for: charger charger srt8. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Recent
Posts. Drivers who live in cold and wet climates are all too familiar with what happens to
roadways when th â€¦. The Car Maintenance Checklist Here are 7 easy steps to a long-running
car you can rely on. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5
stars best. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease
Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Frequently bought together:. Select all Add selected to cart. This
information includes : Repair procedures that highlight step-by-step removal and installation
instructions for vehicle components and include line art drawings to aid in component service
Diagnostic procedures to aid in the diagnosis of electrical and mechanical systems, DTCs, and
symptom-based concerns It does not contain the traditional wiring diagram information. It does
contain the wiring information relevant to a diagnostic trouble code DTC in the diagnostic
procedure for the specific DTC. Condition Brand New. Additional Information System
Requirements:. Quick view. Choose Options. Add to Cart. System Requirements:. Table of
Contents. LLC vehicle. If you do not read this entire Owners Manual, you may miss important
information. Any modifications or alterations to this vehicle could seriously affect its
roadworthiness and safety and may lead to a collision resulting in serious injury or death. This
system when in position. The emergency key allows for entry into the vehicle should the battery
in the vehicle or the Key Fob go dead. If one of the previ- position. Insert the tip of the
emergency key or a 2 flat blade screwdriver into the slot and gently pry the two halves The
recommended replacement battery is one CR of the RKE transmitter apart. Remove the battery
by turning the back cover over General Information battery facing downward and tapping it
lightly on a This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules and solid surface such as a table
or similar, then replace the RSS of Industry Canada. A weak battery in the RKE transmitter. The
expected transmission to be equipped with Remote Start. The driver door is opened. The auto
door lock feature default condition is enabled. The doors were not previously unlocked. Open
the rear door. This could unlock the door s. This is done to allow you to check if the vehicle is
locked by pulling the door handle, without the vehicle reacting and unlocking. To enable the
window controls, Wind Buffeting press and release the window lockout button again Wind
buffeting can be described as the perception of setting it in the UP position. Do not allow
children to have access to the trunk, either by climbing into the trunk from outside, or through
the inside of the vehicle. This allows the air bag to have different positioning booster seats.
Older children who do not use rates of inflation based on several factors, including the child
restraints or belt-positioning booster seats should severity and type of collision. Do not lean
against the door or window. You are more not protect you properly. To release the belt, push
the red button on the buckle. Adjustable Upper Shoulder Belt Anchorage The belt will
automatically retract to its stowed posi- In the driver and front passenger seats, the shoulder
belt tion. Slide the latch plate upward over the folded webbing. Second The belt will still retract
to remove any slack in the shoulder belt. Each air bag deploys independently; a left side impact
deploys the left air bag only and a right-side impact deploys the right air bag only. The area but
they will open during air bag deployment. Occupants, including children who are The Knee

Impact Bolster helps protect the knees of the up against or very close to SAB or SABIC air bags
can be front passenger, and position the front occupant for the seriously injured or killed.
Different air bag inflation The Supplemental Driver Side Knee Air Bag unit is rates are possible,
based on several factors, including the located in the instrument panel trim beneath the steering
collision type and severity. For nose or or all of the following may occur: throat irritation, move
to fresh air. If the irritation continues, see your doctor. The air bags may inflate for your
protection in a collision. The EDR in this vehicle non-trivial crash situation occurs; You should
also make sure that you can install it in the vehicle where you will use it. Everyone in your
vehicle needs to be buckled up at all times, including babies and children. Children should
remain rearward-facing until they Safety experts recommend that children ride rearward- reach
the highest weight or height allowed by their facing in the vehicle until they are two years old or
until convertible child seat. The child and belt-positioning booster seat are held in the vehicle by
the seat belt. Children who are large enough to wear the shoulder belt comfortably, and whose
legs are long enough to bend 5. There are two lower anchorages located at the back of the seat
cushion where it meets the seatback and one top tether anchorage located behind the seating
position. They are just visible when you lean into the rear seat to install the child restraint. In
addition, there are tether strap anchorages Each will have a hook or connector to attach to the
lower behind each rear seating position located in the anchorage and a way to tighten the
connection to the panel between the rear seatback and the rear If the buckled seat belt
interferes with the child restraint rearward and downward into the seat. To lock the seat belt,
pull down on the shoulder part of Automatic Locking Retractor ALR the belt until you have
pulled all the seat belt webbing out of the retractor. If the child restraint has a top tether strap
and the If the buckle or the cinching latch plate is too close to the seating position has a top
tether anchorage, connect belt path opening of the child restraint, you may have the tether strap
to the anchorage and tighten the tether trouble tightening the seat belt. If not possible, lower the
head restraint and pass the tether strap around the outboard 1. A long break-in period is not
required for the engine and drivetrain transmission and axle in your vehicle. Interior heat
build-up may cause serious injury or death. They contain carbon controls to force outside air
into the vehicle. Use only floor mats that leave the pedal area of already installed floor mats.
Tires Fluid Leaks Examine tires for excessive tread wear and uneven wear Check area under
vehicle after overnight parking for fuel, patterns. It is a twist on mirror that has a fixed position
at the wind- shield. The mirror installs on the windshield button with a counterclockwise
rotation and requires no tools for mounting. NOTE: The passenger side convex outside mirror
will give a much wider view to the rear, and especially of the lane next to your vehicle. The RKE
transmitter or open any door. An illuminated vanity mirror is located on the sun visor. Using the
mirror control switch, press on any of the four To use the mirror, rotate the sun visor downward
and arrows for the direction that you want the mirror to The zone BSM warning light remaining
illuminated the entire starts at the outside rear view mirror and extends ap- time the vehicle is in
a forward gear. Opposing Traffic Stationary Objects The Blind Spot Monitoring system is only
an aid to help detect objects in the blind spot zones. The BSM system is not designed to detect
pedestrians, bicy- clists, or animals. You can do either of the following: 3. When prompted on
the phone, a. These can not The following features can be accessed through the be deleted or
the names can not be changed. The first call will be on hold while the second call is Currently In
Progress in progress. Some services re- country where the vehicle is purchased quire
immediate response selection. Voice Response Length. If there is no phone currently connected
with the you will be returned to the main menu. Select Yes to begin the pairing process. After
loading the mobile phonebook, select phone- phone is accessible. From the Phone main screen,
select phonebook. The Emergency and Towing Favorite numbers can only be altered. These
cannot be deleted and the names cannot be changed. Therefore, the user can Phone main
screen. Detailed Voice Response Length. When this happens, the connection Send dial tones
for automated systems is available while a call is active. This is an example that uses a 1. Start a
dialogue by pressing the Voice Command In this mode, you can say the following commands:
button. NOTE: The commands can be said on any screen when 2. You can replace the album,
artist, song, genre, playlist, connected device. Only available with Navigation equipped vehicles.
Navigation commands only work if equipped with Navigation. The seat can be adjusted both
forward and rearward. Push the seat switch forward or rearward, the seat will move in the
direction of the switch. Push the seatback switch forward or rearward, shoulder belt is no
longer resting against your chest. Push the switch forward or rearward to Heated Seats â€” If
Equipped increase or decrease the lumbar support. Push the switch On some models, the front
and rear seats may be upward or downward to raise or lower the lumbar equipped with heaters
in both the seat cushions and support. Press the soft-key within two to five minutes. Press
When the HI-level setting is selected, the heater will the soft-key a third time to shut the heating

provide a boosted heat level during the first four minutes The heated seat switches for these
two to five minutes. Located in the seat cushion and seatback are small fans that draw air from
the seat surface through fine perforations in the seat cover to help keep the driver and front
passenger cooler in higher ambient temperatures. Adjusting a seat while the vehicle is moving
is dangerous. The sudden movement of the seat could cause you to lose control. The seat belt
might not be properly adjusted and you could be injured. Adjust the seat only while the vehicle
is parked. Head restraints should be adjusted so that the top of the head restraint is located
above the top of your ear. The head restraints for all occupants must be prop- erly adjusted
prior to operating the vehicle or occu In the event of a rear impact the AHRs will automatically
extend forward minimizing the gap between the back of the occupants head and the AHR. These
items may interfere with the operation of the Active Head Restraint in the event of a collision
and could result in serious injury or death. To fold the rear seatback, pull on the loops located
on the upper seatback. NOTE: These loops can be tucked away when not in use. Folded Rear
Seatback When the seatback is folded to the upright position, make sure it is latched by
strongly pulling on the top of the The switch consists of three buttons: The S NOTE: Saving a
new memory profile will erase an button, which is used to activate the memory save existing
profile from memory. Select desired memory profile 1 or 2. If a recall is attempted when the
vehicle is not in enhance driver mobility when entering and exiting the PARK, a message will
display in the EVIC if equipped. The safety catch is located under the center front edge of the
hood. To prevent possible damage, do not slam the hood to close it. This switch controls the
operation of the headlights, parking lights, instru- ment panel lights, instrument panel light
dimming, inte- rior lights and fog lights. To turn the system on, When this feature is active, the
headlights will turn on rotate the headlight switch counterclockwise to the approximately 10
seconds after the wipers are turned on See your local authorized dealer. Fog Lights â€” If
Equipped The front fog light switch is built into the headlight switch. NOTE: The fog lights will
operate with the low beam headlights or parking lights on. However, selecting the high beam
headlights will turn off the fog lights. To turn the lights off, press the lens a feature. The dimmer
control is part of the headlight switch and is located on the left side of the instrument panel. To
protect the battery, the interior lights will turn off automatically 10 minutes after the ignition is
moved to the LOCK position. Damage to the washer spray is desired. Automatic Headlights
Only Sudden loss of visibility through the windshield When this feature is active, the headlights
will turn on could lead to a collision. You might not see other approximately 10 seconds after
the wipers are turned on vehicles or other obstacles. Wiper delay position 1 is the least wiper
blades and arms, and will not operate under the sensitive, and wiper delay position 4 is the
most sensi- following conditions: tive. To tilt the steering column, move the steering This
feature allows you to tilt the steering column wheel upward or downward as desired. To
lengthen or upward or downward. It also allows you to lengthen or shorten the steering column.
It is not a substitute for active driving and stationary objects e. If you do not, the vehicle may
continue to accelerate beyond the set When the vehicle reaches the speed desired, push the
speed. The Resume function should only be used if traffic and road conditions permit. Each
time the button is pressed, the distance setting adjusts between 3 long , 2 medium , and 1 short.
If there is no vehicle ahead, the vehicle will maintain the set speed. Status of the ACC or Cruise
is also displayed in the menu line. NOTE: Installing a vehicle front-end protector or an
aftermarket grille or modifying the grille is not recom- mended. Depending on the speed, vehicle
load, traffic conditions, and the steepness of the hills, ACC perfor- mance may be limited. The
EVIC will display the set erasing the memory if: speed. If the problem persists, see your
authorized dealer. Park Assist System Off The system will indicate a detected obstacle by
showing three solid arcs and will produce a one-half second tone. The sensors must not NOTE:
be covered with ice, snow, slush, mud, dirt or debris. Always be used as a parking aid. Turn the
Radio on. The lights also turn on when a door is opened. The lights will Lights are mounted in
the overhead console. Do not erase channels when programming additional buttons. It is NOT
the button that is normally used to 1. The name and color of the 2. Place the hand-held
transmitter 1 to 3 in 3 to 8 cm button may vary by manufacturer. This can repeat each step for
each remaining button. DO NOT usually be found where the hanging antenna wire is erase the
channels. When it changes, it is programmed. It may take To reprogram a channel that has been
previously trained, up to 30 seconds or longer in rare cases. Activation will now occur for the
programmed here are some of the most common solutions: device i. Operation is subject to the
following while you are programming the universal trans- two conditions: ceiver. The sunroof
and sunshade will open automati- half second and the sunroof will close automatically from
cally from any position. However, the the sunroof during Express Close operation. If an obsunshade will open automatically as the sunroof opens. If the Watt 13 Amp power rating is
exceeded, the fuse protecting the system will need to be replaced. Items plugged into the center

console for rear passengers. Front Cupholders Retractable Cover The cupholders are
positioned a light ring that illuminates the cupholders for the rear forward in the armrest and
side-by-side to provide conve- passengers. Below the upper tray, the lower storage
compartment is made for larger items, like CDs and tissue boxes. In addition, the 12 volt power
outlet, USB and Aux jack are located here. The seatbacks fold down easily by pulling nylon tabs
between the seatbacks and the bolsters. If the seatback is not securely locked into change the
vehicle center of gravity and vehicle position, the seat will not provide the proper sta- handling.
Rear Window Defroster Failure to follow these cautions can cause damage to The rear window
defroster button is located on the heating elements: the climate control. A hydraulic pump
contained within the shock absorbers raises the rear of the vehicle to the correct height. It takes
approximately 1 mile 1. Tachometer continuous chime will sound to alert you to turn the This
gauge measures engine revolutions-per-minute signals off. Indicates vehicle speed. Prolonged
driving with the Malfunction Indicator It also could affect fuel economy and The arrow in this
symbol is a reminder that the drivability. Air Bag Warning Light If the ABS light remains on or
turns on while driving, it indicates that the Anti-Lock portion of the brake system This light will
turn on for four to eight seconds is not functioning and that service is required. Vehicle Security
Light â€” If Equipped If the light remains on when the parking brake has been disengaged, and
the fluid level is at the full mark on the This light will flash at a fast rate for approxi- master
cylinder reservoir, it indicates a possible brake mately 15 seconds, when the vehicle security
hydraulic system malfunction or that a problem with the Immediate repair to the ABS system is
required. The vehicle should have service performed, and Operation of the Brake Warning Light
can be checked by the brake fluid level checked. The main display area also displays pop up
main menus, sub-menus or to select a personal messages that consist of approximately 60
possible warn- setting in the setup menu. Examples middle, and red telltales on the left. See an
autho- This light indicates low engine oil pressure. If the rized dealer. However, see an stop the
vehicle. Also, authorized dealer for service as soon as possible. Your vehicle is equipped with
an engine oil change Continuous driving with the Transmission Tempera- indicator system. This
estimated distance is neous fuel economy in a bar graph below the DTE, this determined by a
weighted average of the instantaneous function cannot be reset. When in this display, you may
select one of three languages for all Touch the Brightness soft-key to change this display. When
Length, press and release the Brief or Long soft-key. Then in this display, you may select the
time display settings. Then touch the arrow Touch the Sync Time soft-key to change this
display. When this feature is selected, the system will automati- Touch the Illuminated Approach
soft-key to change this cally activate the windshield wipers if it senses moisture display. When
this feature is selected, the high beam display. When this feature is selected, the Touch the
Auto Unlock On Exit soft-key to change this horn will sound when the remote start is activated.
To change the Engine Off Power Delay status, touch the 0 seconds, Touch the Headlight Off
Delay soft-key to change this 45 seconds, 5 minutes or 10 minutes soft-key. Then touch display.
This Laptops and Radar Detectors. This is where the compass compass is self-calibrating,
which eliminates the need to module is located, and it can cause interference with the manually
reset the compass. This feature increases or decreases volume rela- Touch the Equalizer
soft-key to change this display. Pressing the Press the More soft-key, then press the Settings
soft-key Up or Down Arrow soft-keys on the right side of the to display the menu setting screen.
Touch When in this display, you may select the brightness with the back arrow soft-key to
return to the previous menu. To make display setting. To make After pressing the Lights
soft-key the following settings your selection, touch the Headlights With Wipers softkey, will be
available. Opening either front door will cancel this feature. To change the After pressing the
Engine Off Options soft-key the fol- Engine Off Power Delay status touch the 0 seconds, lowing
settings will be available. To compensate for the differences the variance should be set for the
zone where the vehicle is driven, per the zone map. Once properly set, the compass will
automatically compensate for the differences, and provide the most accurate compass heading.
SiriusXM can be programmed to designate a group of To make your selection, touch the
Surround Sound channels that are the most desirable to listen to or to soft-key, select On or Off
followed by pressing the arrow exclude undesirable channels while scanning. The speakers are
tuned for surround-sound technology in your vehicle. The left-hand control is a rocker-type
switch with a pushbutton in the center. The function of the left-hand control is different
depending on which mode you are in. Pressing the bottom of the switch once precautions: will
go to the beginning of the current track, or to the 1. Performing this function will cause the ATC
to switch between Press and release to change the current setting, the manual mode and
automatic modes. Passenger Temperature Control Down Button automatic mode to switch to
manual operation. The speeds can be selected using either hard-keys or soft-keys Provides the
passenger with independent temperature as follows: control. Push the button for cooler

temperature settings. Press the temperature soft-key to regulate the tempera- ture of the air
inside the passenger compartment. Moving The recirculation feature 1. The system
automatically adjusts the temperature, mode, and blower speed to provide The blower fan
speed can be set to any fixed speed by comfort as quickly as possible. The windshield, is free
of obstructions such as leaves. The system takes over and attempts to start the 3. If the vehicle
fails to start, the starter will STOP button must be held for two seconds and vehicle disengage
automatically after 10 seconds. The idle speed is controlled automatically and it will Remember
to disconnect the engine block heater decrease as the engine warms up. Damage to the Volt
electrical cord could cause electrocution. Check by trying to When parking on a hill, apply the
parking brake before move the shift lever out of PARK with the brake shifting the transmission
to PARK, otherwise the load on the As with all vehicles, in a location accessible to children ,
and do not you should never exit a vehicle while the engine is leave a vehicle equipped with
Keyless Enter-N- running. Under these conditions, using a lower gear will improve performance
Towing the vehicle, coasting, or driving for any other and extend transmission life by reducing
excessive shift- reason with the transmission in NEUTRAL can cause ing and heat buildup. In
this range, the transmission will down- shift for increased engine braking. The transmission
electronics are possible convenience. Your authorized dealer has diagnos- self-calibrating; The
engine can be started in this range. Always apply the parking brake Never attempt to use PARK
while the vehicle is in fully when parked to guard against vehicle move- motion. If fob and lock
your vehicle. It provides the smoothest upshifts and down- ignition to coast down a hill. These
are unsafe shifts, and the best fuel economy. Your authorized dealer has providing manual shift
control, giving you more control diagnostic equipment to determine if the problem could of the
vehicle. Page Sport Mode 5. This mode will This vehicle is equipped with an electronic
controlled give a sporty, but comfortable ride. Within this mode, dampening system. Always inand Warning before doing so. Do not exceed 5 mph and increased ease of maneuverability in
tight spaces. Page Fuel Saver Technology 5. Under needs to be taken to the dealer for service.
The foot operated parking brake is located below the lower left corner of the instrument panel.
To apply the park brake, firmly push the park brake pedal fully. Always apply the parking brake
flash. This system complements the ABS by optimizing the The ABS cannot prevent the natural
laws of physics vehicle braking capability during emergency brake ma- from acting on the
vehicle, nor can it increase the neuvers. HSA will maintain vent the natural laws of physics from
acting on the the level of brake pressure the driver applied for a short vehicle, nor can it
increase the traction afforded by period of time after the driver takes their foot off of the If you
stop the vehicle reach full braking during emergency braking situations. If this should occur,
turn the steering wheel completely to the left and then to the right. If the TIN is not found on The
TIN may be found on one or both sides of the tire, the outboard side, then you will find it on the
inboard however, the date code may only be on one side. Cold Tire Inflation Pressure Cold tire
inflation pressure is defined as the tire pressure after the vehicle has not been driven for at least
3 hours, or driven less than 1 mile 1. The resulting figure equals the available amount of NOTE:
cargo and luggage load capacity. Overloading of your tires is dangerous. Use tires of the cause
collisions. Continued Proper tire inflation contributes to a comfortable ride. Where speed limits
or condi- tions are such that the vehicle can be driven at high Combining radial ply tires with
other types of tires speeds, maintaining correct tire inflation pressure is very on your vehicle
will cause your vehicle to handle You can identify if your vehicle is equipped with a Do not
install more than one compact spare tire and compact spare by looking at the spare tire
description on Since it is not the same as your original equipment tire, replace or repair the The
full size spare is for temporary emergency use only. When the tread is worn to the Tires and the
spare tire should be replaced after six tread wear indicators, the tire should be replaced. The
Load Index and Speed Symbol for your tire will be that specified for your vehicle. This rotation
pattern Tires on the front and rear axles of vehicles operate at does not apply to some
directional tires that must not be different loads and perform different steering, driving,
reversed. Using tire chains on the vehicle. Once you repair or replace the original road tire, and
reinstall it on the vehicle in place of the compact spare, 1. The compact spare tire does not have
a TPM sensor. A system fault can occur due to any of the this information. If you install the
compact spare tire in place of a road 4. For each subsequent ignition switch cycle, a chime will
tire that has a pressure below the low-pressure warn- sound, the TPM Telltale Light will flash on
and off for ing limit, upon the next ignition switch cycle, the TPM 75 seconds and then remain
on solid, and the EVIC Telltale Light will remain ON and a chime will sound. The use of premium
gasoline is not recom- Reformulated Gasoline mended, as it will not provide any benefit over
regular Many areas of the country require the use of cleaner gasoline in these engines. Gasoline
blended with MMT reduces spark plug E perform the following: life and reduces emissions
system performance in some vehicles. Have the exhaust system inspected every Carbon

monoxide CO in exhaust gases is deadly. Have any abnormal Follow the precautions below to
prevent carbon conditions repaired promptly. Only vehicles with the E fuel filler door label can
operate on E E Fuel Cap E Badge With FFV vehicles operated on E require specially formunon-seasonally adjusted E fuel, you may experience lated engine oils. In the designed to be
compatible with ethanol. Fuel Filler Door 3. There is no fuel filler cap. A flapper door inside the
pipe seals the system. Remove the fuel nozzle and close the fuel door. NOTE: A funnel is
provided located in the trunk in the spare tire area to open the flapper door to allow for
emergency refueling with a gas can. Pull the release cable. The entire weight of the trailer must
be The following trailer towing related definitions will assist supported by the scale. The trailer
sway control is a telescoping link that can be It is important that you do not exceed the
maximum installed between the hitch receiver and the trailer tongue front or rear GAWR. A
dangerous driving condition that typically provides adjustable friction associated with can
result if either rating is exceeded. Trailer Hitch the maximum trailer weight a given trailer hitch
class can Industry Standards tow and should be used to assist you in selecting the Class III Heavy Duty 5, lbs 2 kg correct trailer hitch for your intended towing condition. GTW Gross Max.
To promote proper break-in of your new vehicle drive- Improper towing can lead to an injury
collision. Always connect the chains to vehicle and the trailer such that the following four the
frame or hook retainers of the vehicle hitch. Refer to the following illustrations. Driving with a
hot cooling system could damage your vehicle. The jack should not be used to lift the vehicle
for service purposes. The vehicle should be jacked on a firm level surface only. Avoid ice or
slippery areas. Remove the spare tire. Remove the scissors jack and lug wrench from the spare
wheel as an assembly. Turn the jack screw to the 5. Remove the fastener securing the jack. Turn
on the Hazard Warning flasher. Set the parking brake. A loose tire or jack thrown forward in a
collision or 4. Place the shift lever into PARK. If Carefully follow these tire changing warnings to
help prevent personal injury or damage to your you need to get under a raised vehicle, take it to
a Remove the spare tire, jack, and lug wrench. If equipped with aluminum wheels where the
center Do not attempt to raise the vehicle by jacking on cap covers the lug nuts, use the lug
wrench to pry the locations other than those indicated in the Jacking center cap off carefully
before raising the vehicle. Rear Jacking Location 5. Raise the vehicle just enough to remove the
flat tire and install the spare tire. Raising the vehicle higher than necessary can make the
vehicle less stable. It could slip off the jack and hurt someone near it. Raise the vehicle only
enough to remove the tire. Remove the lug nuts and tire. Finish tightening the lug nuts. Tighten
the lug nuts in a star pattern until center cap or wheel cover on the compact spare. If in doubt
about the 1. Mount the road tire on the axle. Do not use a portable battery booster pack or any
other booster source with a system voltage greater than 12 Volts or damage to the battery,
starter motor, alternator or electrical system may occur. Do not attempt jump-starting if the
battery is frozen. Failure to follow these procedures could result in Do not connect the cable to
the negative post - of the damage to the charging system of the booster vehicle discharged
battery. The resulting electrical spark or the discharged vehicle. If your vehicle becomes stuck
in mud, sand, or snow, it can often be moved using a rocking motion. Remove the console
storage bin to access the Manual Always secure your vehicle by fully applying the Park Release
lever. Using a small screwdriver or similar tool, fish the tether 4. While holding the locking tab in
the disengaged strap up through the opening in the console base. Pull up gently on the tether
strap to confirm that the lever is locked in its stowed position. Push the latch at the base of the
lever, on the rear side 4. Page Engine Compartment - 3. Page Engine Compartment - 5. This
system monitors further damage to the emissions control system. It the performance of the
emissions, engine, and automatic could also affect fuel economy and driveability.
Approximately 15 seconds later, one of two things will system to update. A recheck with the
above test routine happen: may then indicate that the system is now ready. Continued Checking
Oil Level â€” 3. Check the oil level at time to take your vehicle in for scheduled maintenance.
This engine oil improves low temperature been certified by the American starting and vehicle
fuel economy. Make sure that no one is filter. Use a filter of this type for replacement. The
quality near the engine compartment before starting the of replacement filters varies
considerably. You will never have to add water, nor is periodic main- tenance required. NOTE:
The battery is stored under an access cover in the trunk. Remote battery terminals are located
in the engine compartment for jump starting. Do not allow battery fluid battery that the positive
cable is attached to the to contact your eyes, skin, or clothing. This service should tioning
system. How- ever, the manufacturer recommends that air conditioning service be performed by
authorized dealer or other service facilities using recovery and recycling equipment. Remove
the used filter. Close the filter access cover. If this occurs, stop vehicle is not kept in proper
operating condition. The vapor will soon dissipate. Routine fluid level checks are not required,
therefore the transmis- Automatic Transmission Fluid ATF is an engineered sion has no

dipstick. The fluid level should be maintenance intervals. The chrome plated wheels, should be
cleaned regularly cost of such repairs is considered the responsibility of with a mild soap and
water to prevent corrosion. Do not use volatile solvents for cleaning purposes. Glass Surfaces
Many are potentially flammable, and if used in All glass surfaces should be cleaned on a regular
basis closed areas they may cause respiratory harm. Do not remove The lenses in front of the
instruments in this vehicle are the belts from the vehicle to wash them. Dry with a soft molded
in clear plastic. This module contains fuses and relays. This center contains fuses and relays.
Failure to do so may Yellow allow water to get into the power distribution â€” The headlamps
are a type of high voltage discharge tube. A transient high voltage occurs at the bulb sockets of
HID headlamps when the headlight switch is turned ON. It may cause serious electrical shock or
electro- cution if not serviced properly. See your authorized dealer for service. Remove the
screws securing the lamp to the rear fascia. Remove the bulb and socket assembly. Disconnect
the bulb from the socket assembly and install the replacement bulb. Engine Oil â€” 3. The oil
change indicator system will indicating that an oil change is necessary. Inspect front
suspension, tie rod ends, boot seals, and replace
dodge 47 compression specs
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if necessary. Inspect the rear axle fluid. Inspect the front axle fluid All Wheel Drive Only.
Change the transfer case fluid; if using your vehicle for any of the following: police, taxi, fleet,
off-road, or frequent trailer towing. Change automatic transmission fluid and filter five-speed
only. Do only service work for which you have the knowledge and the right equipment. If you
have any doubt about your ability to perform a service job, take your vehicle to a competent mechanic. Page Chrysler Canada Inc. They are recom- vehicle components contain, or emit,
chemicals mended for your vehicle in order to help keep the vehicle known to the State of
California to cause cancer and operating at its best. Diagnostic Procedure Manuals are filled
with diagrams, charts and detailed illustrations. Use frequency signals. Mobile two-way radios
and telephone only fully shielded coaxial cable. This manual is also suitable for: charger. Print
page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.

